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Freedom, Equality and Justice in Islam
In Freedom, Equality and Justice in Islam, M H Kamali presents the reader with an analysis of the three concepts of freedom, equality and justice from an Islamic point of view and their manifestations in the religious, social, legal and political ﬁelds. The author discusses the evidence to be found for these
concepts in the Qur'an and Sunna, and reviews the interpretations of the earlier schools of law. The work also looks at more recent contributions by Muslim jurists who have advanced fresh interpretations of freedom, equality and justice in the light of the changing realities of contemporary Muslim
societies. Freedom, Equality and Justice in Islam is part of a series dedicated to the fundamental rights and liberties in Islam and should be read in conjunction with The Dignity of Man: An Islamic Perspective and Freedom of Expression in Islam.

Human Rights in Islam
Human Rights in Africa
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
Brookings Institution Press This powerful volume challenges the conventional view that the concept of human rights is peculiar to the West and, therefore, inherently alien to the non-Western traditions of third world countries. This book demonstrates that there is a contextual legitimacy for the concept
of human rights. Virginia A. Leary and Jack Donnelly discuss the Western cultural origins of international human rights; David Little, Bassam Tibi, and Ann Elizabeth Mayer explore Christian and Islamic perspectives on human rights; Rhoda E. Howard, Claude E. Welch, Jr., and James C. N. Paul examine
human rights in the context of the African nation-state; Kwasi Wiredu, James Silk, and Francis M. Deng oﬀer African cultural perspectives; and Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im and Richard D. Schwartz discuss prospects for a cross-cultural approach to human rights.

Muslim Rights and Plights
The Religious Liberty Situation of a Minority in Sweden
Religious Liberty in Western and Islamic Law
Toward a World Legal Tradition
Oxford University Press Weaves together international and comparative law, religion, international relations, comparative politics, and legal history to illuminate and address the theoretical and practical dimensions of a signiﬁcant human rights problem.

Religious Human Rights in Global Perspective : Religious Perspectives
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing

Media, Liberty and Politics in Malaysia: Comparative Studies on Local Dynamics and Regional Concerns (UUM Press)
UUM Press Media, Liberty and Politics in Malaysia: Comparative Studies on Local Dynamics and Regional Concerns is based on a collection of twelve academic papers. This book traces the development and progress of Malaysia as a nation that embraces issues of media, liberty and politics as essential
parts of its culture, policy and well-being of the people. In between the 2008 and the 2013 General Elections, Malaysians have transformed themselves and demanded to form a more democratic society. Issues of political freedom, human rights, good governance and human dignity have become
important and will determine the future of the Malaysian society. Besides, this book also tries to compare democratic practices in Malaysia with its neighbours such as Indonesia, Thailand and Australia, plus the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) as an organisation to promote
democratisation and strong ties between its members. This book is suitable for all particularly the academics, students of politics and international relations, journalists, legal practitioners, and the general public who are interested in the issues of media, liberty and politics in Malaysia.

Why, as a Muslim, I Defend Liberty
Cato Institute Islam, the second largest religion in the world, has several authoritarian interpretations today that defy human freedom—by executing “apostates” or “blasphemers,” imposing religious practices, or discriminating against women or minorities. In Why, as a Muslim, I Support Liberty, Mustafa
Akyol oﬀers a bold critique of this trouble, by frankly acknowledging its roots in the religious tradition. But Akyol also shows that Islam has “seeds of freedom” as well—in the Qur'an, the life of the Prophet Muhammad, and the complex history of the Islamic civilization. It is past time, he argues, to grow
those seeds into maturity, and reinterpret Islamic law and politics under the Qur'anic maxim, “No compulsion in religion.” Akyol shows that the major reinterpretation Islam needs now is similar to the transformation that began in Western Christianity back in the 17th century, with the groundbreaking
ideas of classical liberal thinkers such as John Locke. The author goes back and forth between classical liberalism and the Islamic tradition, to excavate little-noticed parallels, ﬁrst highlighted by the “Islamic liberals” of the late Ottoman Empire, unknown to many Muslims and non-Muslims today. In short
chapters, Akyol digs into big questions. Why do Muslims need to “reform” the Sharia? But is there something to “revive” in the Sharia as well? Should Muslims really glorify “conquest,” or rather believe in social contract? Is capitalism really alien to Islam, which has a rich heritage of free markets and
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civil society? Finally, he addresses a suspicion common among Muslims today: What if liberty is a mere cover used by Western powers to advance their imperialist schemes? With personal stories, historical anecdotes, theological insights, and a very accessible prose, this is the little big book on the
intersection of Islam and liberty.

The Dialogue of Cultural Traditions
Global Perspective
CRVP

Religious Liberty and International Law in Europe
Cambridge University Press Malcolm Evans's account of the protection of religious liberty under international law in Europe.

Islamic Perspectives On The Principles Of Biomedical Ethics
World Scientiﬁc Islamic Perspectives on the Principles of Biomedical Ethics presents results from a pioneering seminar in 2013 between Muslim religious scholars, biomedical scientists, and Western bioethicists at the research Center for Islamic Legislation & Ethics, Qatar Faculty of Islamic Studies. By
examining principle-based bioethics, the contributors to this volume addressed a number of key issues related to the future of the ﬁeld. Discussion is based around the role of religion in bioethical reasoning, speciﬁcally from an Islamic perspective. Also considered is a presentation of the concept of
universal principles for bioethics, with a response looking at the possibility (or not) of involving religion. Finally, there is in-depth analysis of how far speciﬁc disciplines within the Islamic tradition — such as the higher objectives of Sharia (maqāṣid al-Sharī'ah) and legal maxims (qawā'id ﬁqhīyah) — can
enrich principle-based bioethics.

Faith in Human Rights
Support in Religious Traditions for a Global Struggle
Georgetown University Press In this ﬁrst comprehensive study of the problem of a universal deﬁnition of human rights, Robert Traer argues that contemporary theological discourse contains an aﬃrmation of faith that unites members of world religious traditions with secular humanists in a common
struggle to establish human rights as the basis for human dignity. Scholars of religion, law, and comparative religious ethics, as well as human rights advocates will ﬁnd it an invaluable guide.

Policing Muslim Communities
Comparative International Context
Springer Science & Business Media In the past two decades, Muslim countries across the globe have been faced with a crisis in governance. Starting with a summary of Islamic Law (Sharia) and its implications for law enforcement, this book will highlight the unique needs and challenges of law
enforcement, and particularly policing, in these communities. It will provide a scholarly exposition of Sharia law and how it is compatible (or not) with policing in a modern context. The role and contribution of Sharia Law towards conceptualizing law enforcement in a modern context is certainly worth
looking forward to, especially understanding its co-existence with civil law in countries with minority Muslim communities. Featuring case studies from throughout the Muslim world, this volume will highlight key qualities of Sharia law and Muslim culture that play a role in law enforcement, including:
case processing, community policing, police administration, human rights, and the inﬂuence of globalization. Taking a comprehensive approach, this work provides a historical context for colonization events in Muslim countries and their inﬂuence on current law enforcement systems, as well as providing
key insights into the particular norms that make up the bases for Muslim societies, and their unique needs. Looking into the future, it provides guidelines for how community policing can play a proactive role in law enforcement and crime prevention.

Islamic Views on Human Rights
Viewpoints of Iranian Scholars
Alhoda UK

The Age of Global Dialogue
Wipf and Stock Publishers Thinking beyond the absolutes Christians and other religious persons increasingly ﬁnd "deabsolutized" in our modern thought world, Swidler reﬂects on the ways we humans think about the world and its meaning now that increasingly we notice that there are other ways of
understanding the world than the way we grew up in. In this new situation we need to develop a common language we can use together both to appreciate our neighbors and enrich ourselves, what the author calls Ecumenical Esperanto, because it should serve as a common language without replacing
any of the living languages of our religious and ideological traditions. Of course, such thinking anew about the world and its meaning must necessarily mean thinking anew about all of our religious beliefs--but this time, in dialogue.

Principles of Islamic Ethics for Contemporary Workplaces
IGI Global Contemporary workplaces are subject to numerous challenges due to the absolute technological takeover of real-time working platforms. Though signiﬁcant developments to the modern workforce have changed the face of industry signiﬁcantly, there is a thirst for workplaces where people
may achieve material objectives while attaining spiritual satisfaction through their daily activities both at the oﬃce and home. Principles of Islamic Ethics for Contemporary Workplaces is an essential reference source that discusses organizational behaviors in relation to Islamic values, beliefs, and work
ethics, as well as managerial strategies that follow the Islamic way of life. Featuring research on topics such as contemporary business, diverse workforce, and organizational behavior, this book is ideally designed for managers, business professionals, administrators, HR personnel, academicians,
researchers, and students.
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Europe in the Perspective of Global Change
In Memoriam of Professor Kazimierz Secomski
Club of Rome

The Muslims of America
Oxford University Press on Demand Papers presented at a conference held on the Amherst campus of the University of Massachusetts, April 1989 and sponsored by the Dept. of History, the Near East Area Studies Program, and the Arabic Club of the university.

Crescent and Dove
Peace and Conﬂict Resolution in Islam
US Institute of Peace Press Crescent and Dove looks at the relationship between contemporary Islam and peacemaking by tackling the diverse interpretations, concepts, and problems in the ﬁeld of Islamic peacemaking. It addresses both theory and practice by delving into the intellectual heritage of
Islam to discuss historical examples of addressing conﬂict in Islam and exploring the practical challenges of contemporary peacemaking in Arab countries, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, and Indonesia.

Islamic Government
Gyan Publishing House This is a mini encyclopaedia of Islamic governments around the globe. It deals with the Islamic concept of state starting from Caliphate, system of Islamic governance, morals, charter for governance, believers, rights, non-believers rights, seat of power, no-war tact, possession of
Mecca and law and order etc.

Toward an Evangelical Public Policy
Political Strategies for the Health of the Nation
Baker Books Deepens thinking about biblical and other conceptual foundations for political engagement in order to unify and give consistency to evangelicals' involvement in politics.

Rights and Civilizations
A History and Philosophy of International Law
Cambridge University Press Illustrates the origin and ways of Western hegemony over other civilizations across the world.

Protecting the right to freedom of expression under the European Convention on Human Rights
A handbook for legal practitioners
Council of Europe European Convention on Human Rights – Article 10 – Freedom of expression 1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of
frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises. 2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by
law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information
received in conﬁdence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary. In the context of an eﬀective democracy and respect for human rights mentioned in the Preamble to the European Convention on Human Rights, freedom of expression is not only important in its own right, but it
also plays a central part in the protection of other rights under the Convention. Without a broad guarantee of the right to freedom of expression protected by independent and impartial courts, there is no free country, there is no democracy. This general proposition is undeniable. This handbook is a
practical tool for legal professionals from Council of Europe member states who wish to strengthen their skills in applying the European Convention on Human Rights and the case law of the European Court of Human Rights in their daily work.

Interreligious and Intercultural Dialogue in Youth Work
Symposium Report
Council of Europe The symposium focused on the problems young people across Europe face in relation to cultural and religious diversity. The participants exchanged good practice in youth work and agreed on a Declaration that sets out the main purpose and objectives in intercultural interreligious
from a youth perspective. In addition to the Istanbul Youth Declaration and the conclusions of the rapporteur, this report also gives an account of the issues raised by speakers and the various working groups of the symposium.--Publisher's description.
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Islam and Liberty
The Historical Misunderstanding
Zed Books Mohamed Charﬁ advocates a profound revision of Islamic thought. He insists on a new reading of Islamic history and law, and explains why this is necessary. He stresses the primordial importance of education, and its independence from propagandists.

The Legal Treatment of Muslim Minorities in Italy
Islam and the Neutral State
Taylor & Francis Islam is a growing presence practically everywhere in Europe. In Italy, however, Islam has met a unique model of state neutrality, religious freedom and church and state collaboration. This book gives a detailed description of the legal treatment of Muslims in Italy, contrasting it with
other European states and jurisprudence, and with wider global tendencies that characterize the treatment of Islam. Through focusing on a series of case studies, the author argues that the relationship between church and state in Italy, and more broadly in Europe, should be reconsidered both to
secure religious freedom and general welfare. Working on the concepts of religious freedom, state neutrality, and relationship between church and state, Andrea Pin develops a theoretical framework that combines the state level with the supranational level in the form of the European Convention of
Human Rights, which ultimately shapes a unitary but ﬂexible understanding of pluralism. This approach should better accommodate not just Muslims' needs, but religious needs in general in Italy and elsewhere.

An Introduction to the Human Development and Capability Approach
Freedom and Agency
IDRC This volume aims to provide new ways of thinking about population trends in the 21st century. While the 20th century was the century of population growth, with the world's population increasing from 1.6 to 6.1 billion, this book shows that the 21st centur

Contemporary Bioethics
Islamic Perspective
Springer This book discusses the common principles of morality and ethics derived from divinely endowed intuitive reason through the creation of al-ﬁtr' a (nature) and human intellect (al-‘aql). Biomedical topics are presented and ethical issues related to topics such as genetic testing, assisted
reproduction and organ transplantation are discussed. Whereas these natural sources are God’s special gifts to human beings, God’s revelation as given to the prophets is the supernatural source of divine guidance through which human communities have been guided at all times through history. The
second part of the book concentrates on the objectives of Islamic religious practice – the maqa' sid – which include: Preservation of Faith, Preservation of Life, Preservation of Mind (intellect and reason), Preservation of Progeny (al-nasl) and Preservation of Property. Lastly, the third part of the book
discusses selected topical issues, including abortion, assisted reproduction devices, genetics, organ transplantation, brain death and end-of-life aspects. For each topic, the current medical evidence is followed by a detailed discussion of the ethical issues involved.

Islam and Human Rights
Selected Essays of Abdullahi An-Na'im
Routledge The relationship between Islam and human rights forms an important aspect of contemporary international human rights debates. Current international events have made the topic more relevant than ever in international law discourse. Professor Abdullahi An-Na'im is undoubtedly one of the
leading international scholars on this subject. He has written extensively on the subject and his works are widely referenced in the literature. His contributions on the subject are however scattered in diﬀerent academic journals and book chapters. This anthology is designed to bring together his
academic contributions on the subject under one cover, for easy access for students and researchers in Islamic law and human rights.

On the Muslim Question
Princeton University Press Why “the Muslim question” is really about the West and its own anxieties—not Islam In this fearless, original book, Anne Norton demolishes the notion that there is a “clash of civilizations” between the West and Islam. What is really in question, she argues, is the West’s
commitment to its own ideals: to democracy and the Enlightenment trinity of liberty, equality, and fraternity. In the most fundamental sense, the Muslim question is about the values not of Islamic, but of Western, civilization.

Religious Human Rights in Global Perspective
Religious Perspectives
Martinus Nijhoﬀ Publishers Media. By James Finn.

European Muslims, Civility and Public Life
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Perspectives On and From the Gülen Movement
A&C Black Assessment of the inﬂuence and impact of the Islamic scholar and activist Fethullah Gülen, and those who are inspired by him, on contemporary Islam.

Legal Integration of Islam
Harvard University Press Christian Joppke and John Torpey show how four liberal democracies—France, Germany, Canada, and the U.S.—have responded to the challenge of integrating Muslim populations. Demonstrating the centrality of the legal system to this process, they argue that institutional
barriers to integration are no greater on one side of the Atlantic than the other.

Rights and Christian Ethics
CUP Archive Kieran Cronin helps philosophers and theologians to understand each other's perspectives on rights, making this book a signiﬁcant contribution to Christian ethics and moral philosophy.

Introduction to Islamic Economics
Theory and Application
John Wiley & Sons Gain deeper insight into the principles and theory of Islamic economics Introduction to Islamic Economics: Theory and Application provides an overview of the organizing principles and fundamentals of an Islamic economy. With deep discussion of the characteristics, rationale, key
institutions, objectives, and instruments at work, the book addresses the core economic principles underlying a system based on the foundational teachings of Islam, and examines the implications for economic policies. Social welfare, economic justice, market functionality, eﬃciency, and equity are
explored from an Islamic perspective, and the role and instruments of ﬁscal and monetary policy in Islamic systems are used to illustrate contemporary applications. Universities around the globe are oﬀering courses on Islamic economics and ﬁnance, but despite the industry's rapid growth, most
research has been focused on the ﬁnancial principles rather than underlying economic principles. The ﬁrst book of its kind, Introduction to Islamic Economics brings all the key concepts together into one reference volume. By outlining the ways in which Islamic ﬁnance and Islamic economics interrelate,
this book can help readers to: Develop an understanding of the Islamic economic system and its institutional scaﬀolding Diﬀerentiate between the major characteristics of the dominant conventional economy and one based on the fundamental sources of Islam Understand the conditions that must be
met for a just, well-balanced, stable, and growing economy Clarify the role of State, public policy, and risk-sharing in the Islamic ﬁnancial system The Islamic ﬁnancial system is expanding quickly, and those looking to increase their relevance in a changing economic landscape must get up to speed.
Introduction to Islamic Economics provides a comprehensive overview of underlying economic system oﬀering a deeper understanding of the feature of the system. This book is an excellent complement to Introduction to Islamic Finance, 2E by Iqbal and Mirakhor.

Liberalism and Islam
Practical Reconciliation between the Liberal State and Shiite Muslims
Springer This book examines the possibility of reconciliation between liberalism and Shiite Islam. By examining two key liberal theories, this book shows that secular liberalism is not justiﬁable in the view of Shiite Islamic thought.

Philosophical Foundations of Labour Law
Philosophical Foundations of L The ﬁrst book to explore the philosophical foundations of labour law in detail, including topics such as the meaning of work, the relationship between employee and employer, and the demands of justice in the workplace.

A Christian Approach to Corporate Religious Liberty
Springer Nature This book addresses one of the most urgent issues in contemporary American law—namely, the logic and limits of extending free exercise rights to corporate entities. Pointing to the polarization that surrounds disputes like Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, David argues that such cases need not
involve pitting ﬂesh-and-blood individuals against the rights of so-called “corporate moral persons.” Instead, David proposes that such disputes should be resolved by attending to the moral quality of group actions. This approach shifts attention away from polarizing rights-talk and towards the virtues
required for thriving civic communities. More radically, however, this approach suggests that groups themselves should not be viewed as things or “persons” in the ﬁrst instance, but rather as occasions of coordinated activity. Discerned in the writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas, this reconceptualization
helps illuminate the moral stakes of a novel—and controversial—form of religious freedom.

The Islamic View of Women and the Family
Robert Speller & Sons

Religious Liberty in Transitional Societies
The Politics of Religion
Cambridge University Press It is commonly assumed that the issue of religion declines in political signiﬁcance as societies modernise. However, the upheaval associated with the shift from authoritarian to more open regimes can be accompanied by a revitalisation of religion. Individuals within these
societies are struggling to ﬁnd meaning in the seeming chaos of political change; religious elites are seeking to deﬁne their own role within the new order; and political elites are looking for new ways of ensuring legitimacy and building national unity. In this book John Anderson constructs a theoretical
framework where he compares and contrasts the politics of religious liberty in two Southern European countries, two Central-Eastern European countries and the evolution of the former USSR, particularly Russia. Exploring these issues of religious 'recognition' and religious diversity, Anderson attempts
to expose the wider problem of creating a democratic mentality in such transitional societies, through extensive original research and interviews.
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